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Introduction
The thirty-one chapters of the Proverbs provide a cache of invaluable and
timeless wisdom from the mind of the Lord. The book identifies itself as
being for the young, but the instruction found within its pages are fit for
those of any age who desire to follow the paths of righteousness and avoid
the pitfalls of foolishness. The Proverbs are intensely pertinent in this age of
temptation and declining morality. The young will find answers and the old
will find validation provided each hunger and thirst after the right way to go.
Volume 2 in this series covers the pithy proverbs categorically, touching on
subjects as diverse as family, sobriety, the tongue, sexual immorality and
self-control.
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Lesson 1: Wisdom
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge, But fools despise
wisdom and instruction (Proverbs 1:7).
1. As this study begins, the student is challenged immediately to commit
himself to the pursuit of wisdom and knowledge (Proverbs 1:1-7).
According to verse 5, what will a wise and understanding man do? How will
he or she accomplish these objectives?
He will increase learning and seek to attain wise counsel by hearing God’s
word in this book and others, by seeking the counsel of godly people, and by
growing in these virtues through practice, correction and diligence.
2. In your own words, define the “fear of the Lord.”
The fear of the Lord is a deeply felt reverence and respect for God that
reminds a man of God’s mercy and justice and inspires loving obedience to
his will.
3. Does Proverbs 1:20-33 seem to indicate that wisdom is nearly impossible
to obtain or always present to be grasped by those interested? According to
verses 26-29, what will wisdom do to those who reject it?
Wisdom is always present for those who are interested in seeking it. If it is
rejected, however, wisdom will mock the man’s terror when hardship
inevitably arrives.
4. Read Proverbs 2:1-22. What is the implication of verse Second regarding
man’s responsibility in the search for wisdom?
It is required that man apply himself to the search and be diligent about it.
5. What will wisdom accomplish for man, especially the young (verses
10-12)?
Wisdom will preserve and keep people, especially keeping the young from
the way of evil and wicked influences.
6. The pride of man often gets in the way of the quest for wisdom (3:1-8).
What decision must a person make regarding his own opinions and the
revealed will of the Lord, according to verses 5-7?
He must decide not to lean on his own understanding, but acknowledge God
in every decision and depart from evil as revelation defines it.
7. What role does wisdom play in planning for eternity (3:13-18)?
Wisdom is a tree of life to those who take hold of her.
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8. What makes wisdom the principal thing (4:1-13)?
Wisdom is the principal thing because it is not merely an intellectual or
academic activity, but a practical matter, touching on every facet of life.
9. Wisdom’s house is sound and well constructed (9:1-6). Consider the
sermon by Jesus in Matthew 7:24-27. How might wisdom be applied to life
in order to construct a sound “house” (cf. Proverbs 10:23-25)?
Wisdom teaches us to hear God’s word and do it.
10. What is the difference in speech between the wise and foolish (10:14)?
Foolish people spout off and show their ignorance while the wise know
when to hold their tongues.
11. Why is soul-winning evidence of wisdom (11:30)?
Winning souls is giving more people the ability to eat from the tree of life
and bear fruit of their own to the Lord. The wisest thing a wise man can do
is to spread wisdom around to others, that wisdom might cover the Earth.
12. When it comes to sin and temptation, wisdom is the ability to avoid the
snares of death (13:13-14). What does First Corinthians 10:13 identify as the
wisest means to avoid such a fall?
We should recognize that the temptation before us has been faced by many
before and that God will never allow us to be tempted beyond our ability to
resist, but will instead provide a means of escape that the wise man can take.
13. Sometimes wisdom is confused with humanistic pragmatism, a form of
morality which values feelings over facts and allows for situation ethics and
“little white lies” (14:6-8). Does the Holy Spirit allow that deceit might be a
mark of wisdom under the right circumstances?
No, deceit is an example of the folly of fools.
14. The New Testament tells us to give people the benefit of the doubt and
avoid jumping to conclusions about them (14:15-19; First Corinthians
13:4-7). How is the line drawn then between this attitude and sheer
gullibility?
We must not believe every word at face value, but consider them carefully.
15. A man who always insists on having his way will alienate his friends and
loved ones (18:1). He will ignore the counsel and concerns of others to his
own detriment. What do the following New Testament passages say about
influence?
• Matthew 5:13-16: We should be good influences on others, but our
influence is ruined if we isolate ourselves from interacting with
others on a friendly basis.
• Romans 14:7: No one lives or dies to himself, but affects and is
affected by the lives of others.
• First Corinthians 15:33: Influence can be bad if we surround
ourselves with wicked peers.
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Lesson 2: Family
A wise son makes a glad father, But a foolish son is the grief of his mother
(Proverbs 10:1).
1. What does it mean to “inherit the wind” (Proverbs 11:29) List two ways
that the following people can trouble their houses (cf. Proverbs 14:1).
•

Fathers/Husbands: They can trouble their houses by being lazy and
not providing for their families and by overworking and neglecting
their marriages and time spent with their children.

•

Mothers/Wives: They can trouble their houses by means of adultery
and by not practicing natural affection with their children.

•

Children: They can trouble their houses by engaging in disrespectful
behavior or by committing moral sins.

2. In what way is an excellent wife the crown of her husband (12:4; cf.
31:23)?
An industrious, morally upright, strong, loving and productive wife is an
obvious example of a man’s wise choice and one that improves him through
her example and influence.
3. What wisdom does God offer husbands and wives who are engaged in a
disagreement over some matter (17:14; cf. Ephesians. 4:26)?
Contentions and quarrels should be stopped before they start. We should not
allow our disputes to fester, but should work them out quickly.
4. (18:22) This proverb almost always seems very evident on the wedding
day, but can be forgotten over time. How can husbands keep it before them
always and improve their marriages in so doing (cf. 19:14; Ephesians
5:25-29)?
Husbands should love and cherish their wives as Christ loves the church.
They should treat them as valuable gems and do nothing to harm them,
psychologically or physically.
5. What can we do with this passage to keep it practical (Proverbs
31:10-31)?
We should encourage our young ladies to emulate these qualities and our
young men to seek them in a prospective wife.
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6. In your own words, explain Proverbs 17:1.
Many people believe that money can buy happiness, but often it just
accompanies sorrow because it is obtained by turning away from God. It
would be better to be poor and in a happy home than rich and in one filled
with strife.
7. So much of a parent’s happiness is wrapped up in the behavior of his or
her children (Proverbs 10:1). In rather general terms, how do children cause
their parents gladness or grief?
Children bring their parents gladness when they behave themselves
respectably and exhibit the values they tried to instill in them. Grief is
created when children submit to the folly of youth and fail to act honorably.
8. Which father shows greater love for his child–the one who disciplines a
wayward son promptly or the one who grows tolerate of a child’s errors and
eliminates all negative responses in favor of totally positive reinforcement
(13:24: cf. Proverbs 22:15)?
The loving father will discipline his child promptly.
9. What effect should discipline have on a child (22:6, 23:13-14; Hebrews
12:7-11)?
Loving discipline is painful at first, but will yield the peaceable fruit of
righteousness to those who are trained by it. A trained child will know the
way, so that he will never forget it, and will avoid hell because of it.
10. What is the effect on a child when the parent refuses to correct him or
waits to do so until the child reaches his teen years (19:18)?
Discipline must start very young, for waiting until later will just be too late.
The child’s habits will be learned and loved and much harder to break. A
father who will not correct his child destroys him through neglect.
11. What is a child’s responsibility to his parents later in life (19:26; cf.
28:24; Matthew 15:3-6, First Timothy 5:4, 16)?
A child should provide for his aged parents and repay them as best he can
for all they did for him when he was young, vulnerable and unlearned.
12. What makes a woman “contentious” (21:9, 19)?
A woman is contentious when she picks fights, in constantly ready to be
offended or purposely invites her husband’s criticism.
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Lesson 3: Spirituality
There is therefore now no condemnation to those who are in Christ Jesus,
who do not walk according to the flesh, but according to the Spirit (Romans
8:1).
1. Explain how greed takes away one’s life. (Proverbs 1:18-19; cf. 15:27).
Greed infects a man’s heart and totally overwhelms it with an obsession that
will crowd out every truly important concern. Family and God will slip
lower as priorities when a man is consumed with the pursuit of money and
things.
2. What did Paul call greediness in the New Testament (Col. 3:5)? How does
this concur with the Lord’s teaching in Matthew 6:24?
Paul calls it idolatry, as the Lord had stated that covetousness was an
attempt to serve two masters.
3. What relationship does this passage describe between giving and
receiving (Proverbs 3:9-10: cf. Proverbs 21:13)?
Those who give to God will be blessed by God.
4. How are we to give to God today (First Corinthians 16:1-4, Proverbs
19:17, James 1:27)?
We are to contribute to the work of the church through a weekly collection
that prepares funds for teaching and benevolence. We also lend to God
through charitable gifts given personally to those in need.
5. List the principles from the following verses that govern our giving to
God:
a. Second Corinthians 8:5: First give oneself to God.
b. Second Corinthians 8:12-13: Give without impoverishing yourself.
c. Second Corinthians 9:5: Giving should be a generosity, not drudging
obligation.
d. Second Corinthians 9:6: Giving should be bountiful.
e. Second Corinthians 9:7: Giving should be cheerful, not grudging or of
necessity
f. Second Corinthians 9:8: God will, in turn, bless us for our giving.
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6. How do we see the pure goodness in God’s nature when it comes to his
habit of blessing his people (Proverbs 10:22; cf. James 1:13-17)?
God blesses us with no cause for regret because he is the giver of every
good and perfect gift, with no variation or shadow of turning.
7. How did Jesus teach the same thing as Proverbs 11:24-26, according to
Paul, speaking in Acts 20:35?
“It is more blessed to give than to receive.”
8. What is the potential danger attached to riches (Proverbs 11:28)?
Trust in riches leads to a fall.
9. Being consumed with money and things often leads to physical and
emotional problems, attached to this weakness of faith (Proverbs 12:25). In
your own words, summarize the teaching of Jesus on this matter in Matthew
6:25-34.
Do not worry about things, for God knows and will supply your needs.
Instead seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness.
10. Richness and poverty are usually confused to the human perspective
(Proverbs 13:7). Consider Revelation 2:9 and determine how the saints in
Smyrna were rich in God’s eyes, but not man’s. Consider Revelation
3:14-17 and determine how the Laodicean saints were poor in God’s eyes,
while rich in their own.
The Smyrnans were rich in faith, while poor in things. The Laodiceans were
poor in faith, although they trusted in their possessions.
11. What is envy (Proverbs 14:20)? What does it cause (James 3:14-16)?
Envy, the yearning for that which belongs to another, is rottenness to the
bones. It leads to confusion and evil.
12. Explain the wisdom of asking God to give neither riches nor poverty
(Proverbs 30:7-9).
Wisdom and experience reveal that too much blessing can lead a man to
deny God and trust in self while too little can lead a man to sin in order to
obtain it.
13. Money can’t buy happiness (Proverbs 15:16-17). What comes closer?
The fear of the Lord and love lead better to happiness.
14. How do people use lies today to get treasures (Proverbs 21:6)?
People lie on job applications, to cashiers, to the IRS, etc.
15. What happens to a man’s priorities when getting rich is most important
(Proverbs 28:20; cf. Proverbs 23:4)?
His priorities become confused and his life at home and before God suffer
as they occupy less time and effort.
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Lesson 4: Sobriety
Let us walk properly, as in the day, not in revelry and drunkenness, not in
lewdness and lust, not in strife and envy (Romans 13:13).
1. What pleasure or benefit do people claim to receive through alcohol use?
People associate drinking with relaxing because alcohol is a depressant.
Strangely, they also use it when troubled to escape their worries, for it
numbs the mind and temporarily slows memory. Alcohol is known to lower
inhibitions, thus increasing enjoyment for those who worry their consciences
might get in the way of a good time. Sometimes alcohol is used to lower a
persons’ resistance to sexual immorality.
2. How could wine cause people to mock when they would not otherwise do
so (Proverbs 20:1)?
Wine strongly alters the intellectual capabilities of a person, lowering his
inhibitions and loosening his tongue. A loose tongue motivated by a
weakened mind is a dangerous combination. A drunken man is more likely
to lose his self-control and utter things he would ordinarily stifle.
3. How could strong drink cause people to brawl when they ordinarily
would not?
Strong drink likewise breaks down inhibitions and often leads to violence.
4. List some specific ways in which alcohol use can lead a person and
family into poverty (Proverbs 23:19-21).
The sheer cost of alcohol can consume a person’s income. Other costs
involved with alcohol use are lost jobs, lost productivity, lost self-respect,
lost respect of others, dangers associated with drunk driving and boating,
and added propensity for violence, even against one’s own family, sometimes
resulting in divorce, injury and death.
5. Read Proverbs 23:19-21 carefully. There is one specific bit of advice the
writer is trying to communicate. Identify it and then describe the dangers
associated with rejecting it.
The writer is advising against associating with drunks and gluttons. The
danger is in learning their ways or getting mixed up in the consequences of
their actions, through being a passenger in a drunk driver’s car or a victim
in a drunk’s brawl.
6. List the six consequences of alcohol abuse named in Proverbs 23:29-35.
a. woe

d. complaints

b. sorrow

e. wounds without cause

c. contentions

f. redness of eyes
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7. Some people have a tremendous weakness for alcohol, which they must
constantly battle and overcome in order to live a holy life. What benefit
would following verse 31 give such a person?
It is wise for such a person not to allow himself even to look on this great
temptation, for it can easily allure him and lead him into sin.
8. Proverbs 23:32 tells us that alcohol in the glass is like a snake in the
grass, which suddenly strikes with great fury. Name some unexpected
consequences of alcohol abuse.
Divorce, drunk driving deaths, child and spousal abuse, unemployment,
liver disease, diminished intellectual capability.
9. Verse 33 points to the effects of lowered inhibitions through alcohol use.
Name some of the results when inhibitions are eliminated through
intoxication.
Sexual activity and vulnerability to abusers and rapists, inability to discern
when driving is not advised, loosened tongue which utters gossip, secrets
and profanity.
10. Explain the characteristic of alcohol use described in verses 34-25.
The temporary paralysis and developing addiction to alcohol are here
described.
11. For whom does the writer reserve alcohol use (Proverbs 31:4-7)?
Alcohol was reserved for the hopeless—the dying or bitter man. This is not
to advocate alcohol use by anyone, but to show that using alcohol is
evidence of weakness and surrender.
12. Consider First Peter 4:1-5. Peer pressure is one of the chief reasons that
people take their first drink. What do young people often imagine about the
use of alcohol?
Many believe it is a sign of maturity, adventurousness and coolness.
13. How are older people influenced to drink, at least socially?
They, too, see coworkers and potential employers and clients drinking and
are afraid to make comment on the sinfulness of such activity by abstaining
and so drink just a little at first.
14. Does verse 3 sanction social drinking?
No, it condemns the activity.
15. What is the surest way to guard against becoming an alcoholic?
Don’t resolve to drink only in moderation, but resolve never to take the first
drink. Don’t surround yourself with people and places that enjoy such
behavior.
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Lesson 5: Humility
God resists the proud but gives grace to the humble (James 4:6)
1. List at least four sources of sinful pride of life.
a. Money

c. Possessions

b. Education

d. Appearance

2. To what does pride lead (Proverbs 11:2)? How?
Wisdom says that pride leads to shame. Pride leads to shame because it is
evidence that someone is trusting in a temporal physical blessing for his
identity or self-esteem or is boasting in a blessing which God has given him
and which can be taken away as quickly. People love to see the proud cut
down to size and the proud are constantly inflating themselves up for just
such a pricking.
3. Consider Acts 5:1-11. How did pride play a factor in the actions and
downfall of Ananias and Sapphira (cf. Proverbs 25:14)?
Pride led the husband and wife to lie to God and men by making it seem that
they were sacrificing more than they actually were. They were free to keep
back some of the proceeds for themselves, but when they pretended to give
all, they did so out of pride, which led to shame.
4. How do some people honor themselves (Proverbs 12:9; cf. Proverbs 14:3;
First Corinthians 13:4, First Timothy 2:9)?
People honor themselves by bragging and parading their accomplishments
and possessions before others, in order to engender envy.
5. How does pride lead to strife (Proverbs 13:10; cf. Mark 10:35-45)?
Strife is caused when proud people engender not only envy, but also
resentment, through parading themselves.
6. Wisdom states that humility precedes true honor (Proverbs 15:33). The
proud may receive earthly accolades, but heavenly rewards are reserved for
the humble. Explain how the parable of the Pharisee and publican illustrates
this distinction (Luke 18:9-14).
The proud Pharisee bragged to God and showed him why the Lord was so
lucky to have him and how much God owed him. He did not see that his
works were merely fulfilling his duty (Luke 17:10). The humble publican
recognized his sins and begged God for mercy. The publican was promised
exaltation by God while the Pharisee was doomed to learning humility in
torment.
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7. Explain the meaning of Proverbs 16:18-19.
Pride eventually and inevitably leads to self-destruction and related damage
to loved ones and the innocent. It is wiser and ultimately more beneficial to
be satisfied with less things and a humble, salvageable spirit.
8. What do the following passages say about arrogance (Proverbs 20:6)?
•

Galatians 5:24-26: We should avoid becoming conceited because
arrogance provokes the envious.

•

Galatians 6:3: We should not think too highly of ourselves.

•

Second Timothy 3:1-2, 5: It will be a perilous time when men
become lovers of themselves. From such men, we should learn to
turn away.

•

First Corinthians 3:18: We should not become conceited in our own
learning.

•

Romans 12:16: We should not be wise in our opinions.

9. What was the source of the Laodiceans’ pride (Revelation 3:17-18)?
Their material wealth made them proud and lost.
10. What is a “haughty look” (Proverbs 21:4)?
A haughty look is an expression of disdain and superiority, such as turning
up one’s nose at another person or rolling the eyes.
11. Jesus turned Proverbs 25:6-7 into a parable in Luke 14:7-11. What point
was he attempting to make?
Jesus was trying to teach the folly of exalting oneself and the wisdom in
waiting for another to praise you instead.
12. How does Proverbs 25:27 relate to Christ’s teaching in the sermon on
the mount (Matthew 6:1-7)?
It is foolish to seek glory through putting on displays of piety in which God
is not really the intended audience. Doing charity so that others will pat you
on the back ruins the gift.
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Lesson 6: The Tongue
And the tongue is a fire, a world of iniquity. The tongue is so set among our
members that it defiles the whole body, and sets on fire the course of nature;
and it is set on fire by hell (James 3:6).
1. To what does a fool’s mouth lead (Proverbs 18:6-8)?
Contention, violence, self-destruction.
2. Why is it a lie to hide hatred (Proverbs 10:18-21)? What should one do
instead?
It is a lie to hide hatred, for one pretends to like a person, when in fact, he is
burning with hatred toward him. It is not honest with self or that person.
Instead, we should make the effort to overcome our hatred, work out our
problems with that person and find peace somehow.
3. What is slander? Is slander the same thing as gossip? Does the
condemnation of slander thus prevent us from ever marking an individual
for his sin (cf. Romans 16:17)?
Slander is a false statement made about somebody which can ruin his
reputation and without justification. It differs from gossip, in that it is
necessarily false by definition, while gossip can be a true statement that is
told when it should not have been. The condemnation of slander does not
prevent us from marking someone who is in sin, but it does require us to act
only by facts.
4. What example of a word fitly spoken is given here (Proverbs 25:11-12)?
A wise rebuke to an obedient ear is a word fitly spoken.
5. What is the writer talking about when he speaks of “restraining the
lips” (cf. Proverbs 15:28 and Proverbs 17:28)?
The writer is reminding us that talking a lot does not necessarily prove
intelligence or wisdom and often proves just the opposite. When we talk too
much and think too little, we usually end up saying something regrettable.
6. List the three facets of James’s advice in James 1:19-20 (cf. Proverbs
18:13).
a. be swift to hear
b. be slow to speak
c. be slow to wrath
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7. How does man distinguish between “what is acceptable” and “what is
perverse” (Proverbs 10:30-32)?
He allows God’s word to make the distinction.
8. How do we know which words in our languages are perverse or dirty?
Cultural usage will generally define which words are vulgar and which are
not. Perverse words, however, almost always have to do with sexual or
excretory functions.
9. Read Ephesians 4:25-32. How does verse 29 help us to make the
distinction between language that is corrupt and that which is good?
Language that is profitable for edification and imparting grace is good.
10. Often, gossip statements are actually true, at first, but should have been
concealed instead of revealed (Proverbs 11:13). What does a true friend,
brother, or neighbor do when he finds someone involved in iniquity, instead
of gossip (cf. Proverbs 16:27-30 and James 5:19-20)?
He conceals the matter and attempts to convince his friend to make
correction. He does not spread it around to everyone within earshot.
11. What tempts people to lie (Proverbs 12:17-22)?
People are tempted to lie to protect themselves or others from being caught
in something wrong. They are tempted to lie in common situations in which
they want to escape notice or responsibility. Often, they are tempted to lie to
cover up other lies.
12. What should be our attitude toward all lies, even the little “white” ones
(Proverbs 13:5)?
We should hate all lying.
13. What punishment awaits the liar (Proverbs 19:5; Revelation 21:8)?
They will have their part with all sinners “in the lake that burns with fire
and brimstone, which is the second death.”
14. How can our words build up or tear down the wayward and weak
(Proverbs 15:4; cf. Proverbs 16:24)?
A wholesome tongue is a tree of life, in that it provides a positive example of
faith to those who do not have it. When one’s words match his actions, they
prove to the outsider that Christians are genuine and trustworthy. When a
saint is heard to say things that violate his master’s will, however, the
outsider learns that Christianity is no better than the convenient
philosophies of the world.
15. What is the difference between flattery and genuine compliments
(Proverbs 20:19)?
Flattery is inflated and usually insincere compliments given with ulterior
motives.
16. What does the Bible say about flattering oneself (Proverbs 27:2)?
One should let another praise him and not his own lips.
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Lesson 7: Chastity
For this is the will of God, your sanctification: that you should abstain from
sexual immorality (First Thessalonians 4:3).
1. How does the seductive woman entice the foolish man (Proverbs 2:10-11,
16-19)?
With flattering words.
2. How might he have been preserved and kept?
If wisdom had entered his heart and knowledge had become pleasant to his
soul, he could have been preserved from spiritual destruction by discretion
and understanding.
3. Sometimes fornication and adultery are excused as “one night stands” or
“flings.” Is it reasonable to believe that sin in moderation will do no
damage? Why or why not?
It is not right to think that a little sin is okay, for succumbing to the
seductress leads one to death.
4. List at least four negative effects of fornication and adultery.
a. sexually transmitted disease

c. broken homes

b. unwanted pregnancy

d. societal breakdown

5. What does the writer mean by describing the immoral woman as
forsaking the companion of her youth and forgetting the covenant of her
God?
It means that she belonged to somebody else, but cheated on her espoused
by pursuing another man.
6.A great enticement of the immoral woman is in the immediate pleasure of
fleshly indulgence (Proverbs 5:1-6). What does the writer ask the young
man to consider instead?
The young man is asked to remember the eternal punishment that follows
such fleshly indulgence.
7. What example does Moses offer in this regard (Hebrews 11:24-26)?
He chose to suffer affliction with the people of God rather than enjoying the
luxury and passing pleasures of sin in Pharaoh’s household. Simply, he
looked to the reward of eternity and disavowed what the flesh could offer
only temporarily.
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8. The wisdom of Proverbs 5:7-14 was practiced by Joseph in Potiphar’s
house and recommended by Paul in Second Timothy 2:22. What is it?
Flee sexual immorality; don’t flirt with it or even wander near it.
9. What are some things that people do which bring them nigh unto sexual
temptation? Name at least four.
a. heavy petting
c. watching suggestive movies
b. reading dirty magazines
d. dating immoral men or women
10. What is meant by drinking water from your own cistern (Proverbs
5:15-20)?
One should reserve his sexual favors for his wife and a woman should save
hers for her husband.
11. Is it proper to suggest that a wife belongs to her husband (First
Corinthians 7:1-4)? Why or why not?
Yes, just as a husband belongs to his wife. They do not have authority over
their own bodies, but must consider the needs of their spouses.
12. Is it also possible for a man to be the seducer and one who tears a
woman away from righteousness (Proverbs 6:20-29)?
Yes, these passages will apply the other way as well.
13. What is the attire of a harlot (Proverbs 7:1-20)? Explain Proverbs 11:22.
The attire of a harlot is clothing that advertises what the immoral woman is
willing to share, suggesting the possibility of fornication by exposure of skin.
A beautiful woman who lacks discretion in her attire, language and behavior
is as incongruous as a golden ring in the snout of a smelly pig. The
adornment is out of place and peculiar.
14. Can “strong men” disregard these warnings because they are just too
spiritually strong to succumb to any woman’s enticements (Proverbs
7:21-27; cf. First Corinthians 10:12)?
Only, if they want to ensure failure.
15. Is sexual chastity also a consideration for the mind (Proverbs 16:3)?
How (cf. Matthew 5:27-30)
Sexual immorality can be committed by a mind that is inviting to thoughts of
wickedness and fornication.
16. How does one overcome these temptations of the mind?
One must establish his thoughts and eliminate every possibility of falling
into temptation.
17. How does the seductress increase the unfaithful among men (Proverbs
23:26-28)?
She destroys faith by introducing the pleasures of the flesh into innocent
hearts.
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Lesson 8: Industry

If anyone will not work, neither shall he eat (Second Thessalonians 3:10).
1. What lesson does the writer illustrate with the ant (Proverbs 6:6-11)?
The lesson is to the lazy, that even the ant wisely prepares her supplies in the
summer and harvest for a “rainy day,” even without having to be told to do
so.
2. What is wrong with sleeping (cf. Proverbs 20:13)?
Sleep is not wrong, but in excess, it testifies to laziness and prevents a
person from supporting himself and his family properly and honorably.
3. A situation ethics argument contends that stealing is okay if a man is
starving (Proverbs 6:30-31). Does the Bible concur?
No, even in this situation, sin is still sin.
4. What is the answer to this situation (Ephesians 4:28)?
The answer is to swear off stealing and turn to work, that one might be able
to support himself and one in need like he was.
5. Whose hand makes rich (Proverbs 10:4-5)? What does this mean?
The hand of the diligent makes rich, meaning that a person zealous for his
work will have a better chance at success.
6. What do people–employers especially–think of a lazy man (Proverbs
10:26)? Explain (Proverbs 18:4).
He is like vinegar to the teeth and smoke to the eyes to those who employ
him. This means that he is a sour and uncomfortable experience for one
unfortunate enough to have chosen him for a responsible position.
7. How can frivolity get in the way of hard work (Proverbs 12:11)?
Some people cannot be serious about their work and end up sleeping late or
on the job, failing to get work done, and taking long lunches.
8. Nowadays education is extremely important in landing a good job
(Proverbs 12:24). Explain how this proverb might inspire a student in a trade
or profession to be more serious about his studies.
This proverb reminds the student to be diligent about his studies lest he end
up without the training or education he expected and instead trapped in a
dead-end job that he hates but is lucky to have.
9. Is a man’s desire for a better life enough (Proverbs 13:4)? What about
prayer and hope for a better job (Proverbs 21:25-26)?
Desiring things to get better won’t accomplish it, although prayer will
certainly help. A man is required to help himself as well.
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10. Explain this proverb about industry (Proverbs 14:4).
Sometimes you have to get a little messy or dirty to get the job done. You
can’t be so concerned about cleanliness when there is a dirty job to do.
Someone might appreciate the clean trough, but if it means that the ox is
gone, the news is not good. So people may not appreciate the blue collar
worker until they need blue collar work done for them.
11. How might this proverb affect the level of work we give on the job
(Proverbs 14:23)? Compare to Colossians 3:22-25.
A worker must not fall into a pattern of laziness, reflected by chatter, gossip
and so forth. Instead, we should serve with sincerity and not eye service.
12. Perhaps this proverb illustrates the habit some have of starting
something and not finishing it (Proverbs 19:24). Why is this dishonorable?
It is dishonorable because of the way that it affects everyone else who does
work hard and depends upon teamwork, but it also shows that one does not
keep his promises.
13. What does the lazy man deserve from his fellows when he has no
harvest due to sloth (Proverbs 20:4; cf. Proverbs 30:15 and Second
Thessalonians 3:7-11)?
Nothing. If a man refuses to work, he does not deserve to eat.
14. Is it right, though, to assist a poor person, in despair not because of
laziness, but illness, handicap, age or some other like cause?
Yes.
15. What is Christ’s attitude about those who will not help those in need,
according to the following passages?
a. Matthew 15:1-9: Refusing to aid elderly parents is violating God’s
command.
b. First Timothy 5:8: One who does not provide for his own is worse
than an infidel.
c. First John 3:17-18: The love of God does not abide in a person who
would refuse to help a brother in need.
16. What does haste make (Proverbs 21:5)?
Waste, or poverty.
17. What excuses do lazy people make to avoid work (Proverbs 22:13)?
Too old, too sick, too busy, too tired, no education, no jobs, etc.
18. How can one take industry to the other extreme (Proverbs 23:4-5)?
Overworking to be rich displays covetousness and destroys one’s priorities.
19. What is the lesson here, in a single word (Proverbs 27:23-27)?
Preparation.
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Lesson 9: Integrity
Watch, stand fast in the faith, be brave, be strong. Let all that you do be
done with love (First Corinthians 16:13-14).
1. Integrity is abundantly a matter of relationships with other people that
reflect the influence of our relationship with God (Proverbs 3:27-30). What
would it say about me if I had the power to help someone but refused?
It would testify loudly that I was not all that influenced by Jesus, but was
selfish and willing to lie to avoid sacrificing for another.
2. Consider First John 3:16-17. How does the love of God abide in someone
who shuts up his heart to a brother in Christ?
It does not at all.
3. What warning did Jesus issue about being angry without a cause
(Matthew 5:21-22)? How is this conflict best resolved (Matthew 5:23-25)?
This will bring you into judgment. Instead, we should strive to find
resolution quickly to these conflicts.
4. Why would somebody envy an oppressor (Proverbs 3:31-35; 23:17-18)?
One might envy the oppressor because of the temporal benefits that such
activity may bring, but in the end, it will bring doom.
5. In order to maintain one’s integrity, how much would he be permitted to
flirt with the ways of evil (Proverbs 4:14-19)?
None at all. Any flirtation with wickedness destroys incorruptibility.
6. How does this passage describe a person who has no integrity (Proverbs
6:12-19)? How does Proverbs 25:26 describe one who falters under stress?
He is worthless and wicked, using his mouth to express perversion, his eyes
to subvert, his appendages to suggest. He is completely given to cutting
corners and taking advantage. He is doomed. Failing a great test ruins one’s
reputation.
7. Name some specific situations in which we have opportunities to show
integrity in the marketplace (Proverbs 11:1).
When we are given too much change, not charged enough in the first place,
given more than we paid for, tempted to steal just a little like a few grapes.
8. What lofty promise does this proverb make to a man with integrity
(Proverbs 11:3-11)?
The man with integrity will be guided by his principles into greater blessing.
Any compromise of integrity will bring a deterioration of blessing.
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9. How does showing mercy do good for the soul of the merciful (Proverbs
11:16-21, Matthew 5:7)?
It shall likewise obtain mercy.
10. What should be our example for extending mercy (Colossians 3:12-13)?
Christ.
11. How do people sometimes act dishonestly at work or in school (Proverbs
13:11)? What is the result in the end (cf. Proverbs 20:17)?
There is a temptation at work to loaf, steal supplies, or claim more work
done than is accurate. At school, there is a temptation to cheat and gain
grades that were not earned. In the end, it brings disappointment.
12. What distinctions does God make regarding a worshiper’s integrity
(Proverbs 15:8-9)?
God will only accept worship from a penitent man of integrity. Worship that
is contrived by a sinful man as a ruse will not fool God at all.
13. Who gets to decide what is integrity and what is wrong (Proverbs 16:2)?
How is it communicated to us?
God decides right and wrong and communicates it to man by means of the
Bible.
14. Is getting rich sufficient justification for compromising one’s integrity?
How are tempted to compromise our integrity to get ahead?
Compromising beliefs will only make your materially rich, but spiritually
poor. We are tempted to compromise to get ahead by tempering our religious
beliefs and subscribing to situation ethics.
15. Consider Revelation 3:16-18. Were the Laodiceans rich? Explain.
They were materially rich, but spiritually bankrupt because they were
lukewarm in the exercise of their faith.
16. What does it mean to “walk in integrity” (Proverbs 20:7)?
Staying true to beliefs always, no matter the temptations.
17. By what are people judged–their intentions or results (Proverbs 20:1)?
Their deeds.
18. Explain this Proverbs 20:14.
A man buying antiques or something valuable may lie that it is worthless in
order to get it at a bargain price.
19. What happens to a man with integrity who is falsely accused (Proverbs
26:2; First Peter 4:13-16)?
The accuser will be ashamed because his accusation will not alight.
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Lesson 10: Friendship
Let each of us please his neighbor for his good, leading to edification. For
even Christ did not please himself (Romans 15:2-3).
1. What can happen when we choose our friends poorly (Proverbs 1:8-19)?
If we choose friends who are sinful, there is a possibility that their ways will
rub off on us because they will entice us to join them in more of their
activities.
2. Consider First Corinthians 15:33-34. What deception are we to avoid?
The deception that evil companions will not corrupt our good habits.
3. What are some guidelines to use in choosing friends (Proverbs 12:26)?
We should choose friends who will make us better people and Christians,
and avoid those who will damage our faith and steadfastness.
4. What are some other bad habits that Christians can learn from ungodly
friends (Proverbs 22:24-25; cf. Proverbs 24:1-2)?
Drinking, swearing, the appeal of the flesh in movies, jokes, television
programs and magazines, smoking, drug experimentation, etc.
5. How does love cover others’ shortcomings (Proverbs 10:12; cf. First
Corinthians 13:4-7)?
Love covers the shortcomings of others by operating with patience and
compassion, instead of jumping to conclusions and firing from the hip.
6. How valuable is a friend who always tells you that you are right, even
when you are horribly wrong (Proverbs 15:22; cf. Proverbs 27:9)?
He is not very valuable at all, because he misleads us in order to keep the
peace with us.
7. What should be our attitude toward those who would be our enemies,
according to the following passages (Proverbs 16:7)?
a. Matthew 5:43-48: We should love our enemies in a way that hopes the
bitterness will be relieved and their souls will be saved.
b. Romans 12: 18-21: We should refrain from seeking vengeance upon
our enemies, but should seek their welfare instead, with the hope that charity
will make them uncomfortable with their hate.
c. Acts 7:57-60: We should never pray for our enemies eternal
condemnation; so long as they are living, we should hope for conversion.
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8. What is a “fair weather friend” (Proverbs 17:17)?
A fair weather friend is someone who befriends another with ulterior and
convenient motivations and then disappears when we need them most.
9. What does a true friend provide in times of adversity, according to the
following passages?
a. Galatians 6:1-2: A true friend will restore a friend overtaken by sin.
b. First John 3:16: We should be willing to lay down our lives for our
brethren.
c. First John 3:17: The love of God within us will lead us to share this
world’s goods with a brother in need, rather than offering them only kinds
words.
10. What does it take to make friends (Proverbs 18:24)?
One must show himself to be friendly. It cannot be all one way and work.
11. What does it take to a be a true friend to someone stumbling into sin
(Proverbs 24:11-12; cf. Proverbs 27:6)?
We must be willing to deliver him through rebuke, or God will hold us
accountable for own failure. “Faithful are the wounds of a friend.”
12. Explain Proverbs 25:17.
It is possible to wear out your welcome.
13. Explain Proverbs 26:18-19.
It is a terrible thing to endanger a neighbor through practical jokes and the
like.
14. Explain Proverbs 27:17.
As one piece of metal is used to sharpen another, so is a true friend useful in
sharpening the godliness and determination of another. Each sharpens the
other.
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Lesson 11: Self-Control
But I discipline my body and bring it into subjection, lest, when I have
preached to others, I myself should become disqualified (First Corinthians
9:27).
1. What leads to straying from righteousness (Proverbs 5:21-23)? What
causes death?
Folly leads to straying from righteousness while death is caused by a lack of
instruction.
2. The writer is explaining the self-destructive nature of sin. How are the
following sins self-destructive?
a. Alcohol abuse: This leads to physical and mental impairment, job
loss, poverty and domestic abuse.
b. Sexual immorality: This leads to venereal disease, unwanted
pregnancy, broken homes, abortions, guilt and divorce.
c. Uncontrolled anger: This leads to fights, contentiousness, idle words,
murder and health problems.
3. What is the allure of stolen water and secretly eaten bread (Proverbs
9:13-18)?
It is the allure of having something which one does not deserve, did not earn
and does not possess.
4. How does the lottery fit this description?
The lottery entices people to participate in the hope that they will win
something valuable out of the pockets of their neighbors without actually
earning it.
5. How do people sometimes lose self-control with animals (Proverbs
12:10)? On what basis would it matter how we treated animals (cf. Gen.
1:26 and First Corinthians 4:2)?
People lose self-control by abusing animals and neglecting them. We were
given dominion over the animal kingdom as God’s stewards of this part of
creation and must be found faithful.
6. Why is self-control necessary to avoid choosing the way that only seems
right, but is actually wrong (Proverbs 14:12; cf. Matthew 7:13-14)?
The way that only seems right is broad and heavily traveled, thus leaving the
impression of security and popularity.
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7. How did the man who is slow to wrath get such great understanding
(Proverbs 14:29; cf. 18:13 and James 1:19-20)?
He was quick to hear, slow to speak and slow to wrath, recognizing that
man’s wrath does not produce God’s righteousness. He took the time to hear
the matter and then make a reasoned, scriptural decision instead of flying
off the handle with inferential leaps.
8. How should one answer a person who is hot with anger and making
accusations or threats against us (Proverbs 15:1-2)? What is the worst thing
we can do in such situations (cf. 26:4)?
We should learn that a soft answer turns away wrath and can calm down a
person who is losing his self-control. The worst thing we can do is return the
insult in kind and perpetuate the ill feelings.
9. Vengeance is often the first impulse when we are wronged (Proverbs
15:18, 19:11). What is a better response (cf. Romans 12:17-21)?
It is better to overcome evil with good by refusing the vengeance impulse
and seeking peace with enemies, instead of increasing the hostilities.
10. To what two things does James compare the ability to rule one’s spirit
(Proverbs 16:32; James 3:3-5)?
a. bridling a horse’s mouth
b. directing a ship by the rudder
11. There are times when we don’t know the right thing to say and times,
when feeling the need to say something, we end up saying the wrong thing.
What is the advice of (Proverbs 17:27-28?
Sometimes the best thing is to shut one’s lips and be thought wise enough to
keep quiet.
12. Who is honorable in God’s sight: the man who picks a fight and then
stands up to fight them or the man who refuses to engage in such a thing and
walks away (Proverbs 20:3)?
The man who stops the quarrel is honorable, since any fool can start a fight.
13. There are some fights that require us to stand up, though (Proverbs
24:10; First Corinthians 16:13). A lack of self-control, when faced with an
unpopular or seemingly impossible conflict, will often cause people to crawl
away and concede defeat. What is the fate of cowards, according to
Revelation 21:8?
They will suffer eternal fire in the lake of the second death.
14. Explain Proverbs 26:17 (cf. Second Thessalonians 3:11-12).
Inserting yourself into somebody else’s quarrel will do nothing but get you
bitten by it in the end.
15. Is it possible to have too much of a good thing (Proverbs 25:16)?
Explain.
Yes. Eating too much good food will make you sick; giving too many
compliments will make you look disingenuous.
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Lesson 12: Reproof

Brethren, if anyone among you wanders from the truth, and someone turns
him back, let him know that he who turns a sinner from the error of his way
will save a soul from death and cover a multitude of sins (James 5:19-20).
1. How is true love expressed at times (Proverbs 3:11-12)?
Through correction and chastening.
2. What would be true of parents if they refused or neglected to discipline
their children (cf. Ephesians 6:4 and Hebrews 12:7-10)?
Parents who do not exercise discipline in the home are guilty of not loving
their children in a godly way and failing to raise them in Christ’s nurture
and admonition.
3. What is the goal of divine discipline (Hebrews 12:11)?
Yielding the peaceable fruit of righteousness to those who are trained by it.
4. What action did the apostle Paul recommend for a member of the
Corinthian church who had not repented of his sin (First Corinthians
5:1-13)? What was the stated goal of this action (verse 5)?
The church was to deliver him to Satan by withdrawing themselves from
him, thus severing active fellowship due to his decision to pursue sin. The
objective was to deliver his spirit from the devil in the day of reckoning.
5. Did this action apparently work (Second Corinthians 2:6-11)?
Yes, it is evident that the punishment was sufficient and that he was now
worthy of the fellowship of the Corinthian church.
6. What sin did Paul accuse the Corinthian church of (First Corinthians
5:1-2)?
They did not mourn the sin among them, but gloried in their tolerance.
7. What becomes of someone who refuses genuine and deserved rebuke
(Proverbs 5:11-14)? Why?
They face ruin because they have hated instruction.
8. Read Mark 10:17-25. For what cause did Jesus rebuke the rich young
ruler? How did the ruler respond? What fate did he thus choose?
The rich young ruler was rebuked for loving his riches more than the needy.
He responded by walking away from grace, with both his good works and
his covetousness intact. He chose to keep the kingdom doors shut.
9. How do scoffers respond to deserved rebuke (Proverbs 9:7-12)? How do
wise men respond? How did Simon the sorcerer respond (Acts 8:18-24)?
Scoffers respond to rebuke by hating the one who loved him enough to try to
help correct him. A wise man considers the rebuke and makes correction
when it is warranted. Simon responded by pleading for mercy and prayer.
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10. What is true of someone who hates being corrected (Proverbs 12:1)?
He is stupid.
11. Read Galatians 6:1-2. What is true of someone who is willing to correct
a friend who needs it?
Such a one is a spiritually-minded person who is willing to bear the burdens
of those who are overcome by temptations and in need of a reality check.
12. Why is a friend who tells us the uncomfortable truth so valuable
(Proverbs 13:17-18; cf. Proverbs 20:30)?
He brings health by showing us the symptoms of spiritual decay in our
hearts.
13. Are strong words sometimes necessary to correction (Proverbs 15:10)?
How?
Strong words are sometimes necessary to correction, when the one in the
wrong does not see his offense. Words can be strong enough to show that
hell is the outcome of sin, but not so strong that they are profane.
14. What is true of a man who appears to accept correction, but never really
overcomes his problem (Proverbs 19:19 and 26:3-12: cf. Proverbs 29:1)?
He will have to be rescued over and over again because he will continue to
return to the mire of sin like a wallowing swine. Eventually, he will be
destroyed by his habits.
15. Read Matthew 18:15-17. What steps should be taken when a brother has
personally offended you?
a. Go and tell him his fault privately. If he repents, it is done.
b. If he does not repent … take witnesses to establish every word. If he
repents, it is done.
c. If he does not repent … tell it to the church. If he repents, it is done.
d. If he does not repent … let him be as a heathen or tax collector to
you.
16. How do you answer those who claim that love is only expressed by
“positive” things and not correction (Proverbs 27:5)?
Open rebuke is better than love carefully concealed.
17. What happens when we confess our sins, instead of covering them up or
denying them (Proverbs 28:13; cf. First John 1:9)?
When we confess our sins, we find mercy and forgiveness.
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Lesson 13: Review

1. What is labeled here “the beginning of knowledge” (Proverbs 1:7)? Why
(cf. 16:6; Hebrews 12:28-29)?
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge, for by it men depart
from evil and avoid falling into his hands of punishment.
2. How does immorality often appeal to a foolish person (Proverbs
2:16-19)? How did Moses see through the thin veneer of sinful temptation
(Hebrews 11:24-26)? How can we rise above the appeal of sin (Second
Corinthians 4:16-18)?
Often the appeal is through the seduction of flattering language. Moses
overcame by esteeming the reproach of Christ better than the luxury of
Pharaoh’s household. Likewise, we overcome sin’s lure when we focus our
minds on the eternal and intangible, rather than the temporal and physical.
3. How does God chasten his children (Proverbs 3:11-12; cf. First
Corinthians 11:28-32, James 5:19-20, Hebrews 12:3-11)?
God chastens us when we examine ourselves against his word and discover
shortcomings, when his other children rebuke us as necessary, and when we
are persecuted, without failure.
4. What is the principal thing (Proverbs 4:7-9)? What is one important factor
in getting it (James 1:5-8)?
Wisdom is the principal thing and is obtained better through trusting prayer.
5. How is sin usually self-destructive (Proverbs 5:21-23)?
Sin is self-destructive in that it tears one down physically, mentally and
spiritually while injuring one’s relationship with brethren, family and God.
6. What are the seven things that God hates (Proverbs 6:12-19)?
They are a proud look, a lying tongue, hands that shed innocent blood, a
heart that devises wicked plans, feet swift in running to evil, a false witness
who speaks lies and one who sows discord among brethren
7. Why is it so foolish to deceive ourselves into thinking that sin won’t harm
us (Proverbs 7:21-23; cf. Genesis 3:1-7, Romans 6:23, Galatians 6:7-9)?
God promised that the wages of sin is death and proved it in the Garden of
Eden. What a man sows, he will also reap.
8. What makes laziness so distasteful (Proverbs 10:26; cf. Second
Thessalonians 3:10-11)?
It betrays the trust of one who employs a lazy man and forces others to
provide for him. The lazy man is usually very busy at folly.
9. How does Proverbs 11:22 affect a person’s dress (First Timothy 2:9-10)?
A discrete woman should dress in a way that does not draw attention to any
ostentatious wealth or lewd exhibition of flesh. The first may cause other
women to stumble into envy while the second may cause men to fall into
lust.
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10. Does this passage make allowance for “little white lies” or times in
which necessity outweighs precept (Proverbs 12:22)?
No, God hates lying lips.
11. Does a father show love by refusing to punish his children when they are
wrong (Proverbs 13:24)? What does he show (cf. Ephesians 6:4)?
He shows not love, but apathy for his children, when he refuses to raise
them in Christ’s nurture and admonition, which includes correction.
12. List some ways modern women tear down their houses (Proverbs 14:1).
Some neglect them in favor of work outside the home, allowing others to
raise their children, clean their homes and feed their husbands. This leads to
a breakdown in relationships in the home, adultery, divorce and depression.
13. How should we answer a person who is trying to pick a fight with us
(Proverbs 15:1; cf. James 1:19-20)?
We should answer him with a soft answer out of temperance and meekness.
14. How can our thoughts destroy us (Proverbs 16:3; Matthew 5:28,
Hebrews 4:12)?
They destroy us for fantasizing about sin is tantamount to committing it and
God can discern our very thoughts.
15. What is one mark of wisdom revealed here (Proverbs 17:27-28)?
A wise man knows how to spare his words and not run off at the mouth.
16. What are some of the negative consequences of alcohol abuse (Proverbs
20:1)?
Drunkenness, lowered inhibitions, sexual immorality, drunk driving injuries
and fatalities, health and mental problems, domestic abuse.
17. Explain Proverbs 22:6.
If you give a child a good foundation of divine wisdom, he will be able to
count on it when he is older, even if he has moments of straying along the
way.
18. How do we obtain truth (Proverbs 23:23; John 8:31-32, Second Timothy
3:16-17)?
Truth is obtained by giving heed to the words of Christ through study.
19. What New Testament couple committed this sin (Proverbs 25:14)?
Ananias and Sapphira falsely boasted of giving more than they did.
20. What was wrong with that generation (Proverbs 30:1-14)?
That generation had no respect for its elders or the wisdom they obtained
from God and tried to pass on.
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